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Gnosticism
This group intends to gather scholars of Gnosticism, to confront the definition, the origins, the development of this phenomenon

West African Literature
Scribes writing in West African literature of any time period are invited to participate and share scholarship. Of particular interest...

Restoration studies
Group for scholars on Restoration studies
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Dear Scholars, Delete Your Account At Academia.Edu

As privatized platforms like Academia.edu look to monetize scholarly writing even further, researchers, scientists and academics across the globe must now consider alternatives to proprietary companies that aim to profit from our writing and offer little transparency as to how our work will be used in the future.
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**El mapa y el territorio. Una aproximación histórico-bibliográfica a la emergencia de las Humanidades Digitales en España**

The article is divided into three sections: the first focuses on some epistemologies and historical paradoxes that shape digital technology.

**Broadening the Digital Humanities: The Vectors-CTS Summer Institute on Digital Approaches to American Studies**

We propose to bring together scholars with strong interests in digital publication both in the field of new media.

**Inform to Perform: Using Domain Analysis to Explore Amateur Athlete Information Resources and Behaviour**

Sporting information has been relatively undetermined in library and information science (LIS) literature with most research concentrating on collection management.

**Old English Literature and Feminist Theory: A State of the Field**

Feminist and gender scholars working in Anglo-Saxon studies in the past ten years have been asking new and important questions.

**“Potentialities or possibilities”: Towards quantum information science?**

The use of quantum concepts and formalism in the information sciences is assessed through an analysis of published literature.
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**Open access scholarship + social networks**

**What Happens When You Tweet an Open-Access Paper**
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**Is Blogging and Tweeting About Research Papers Worth It? The Verdict**
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*Guess When I Tweeted My Papers? Top Ten Downloaded Papers From My Department in the Last Year, Seven of Which Include Me in the Author List*
Pattern and Decoration: An Ideal Vision in American Art, 1975-1985

Author(s): Temma Balducci, Michael Botwinick, Arthur C. Danto, John Perreault, Anne Swartz

Editor(s): Anne Swartz (see profile)

Date: 2007

Subject(s): American art, Contemporary art, Modern art, Art history, Art criticism

Item Type: Catalog

Tag(s): Feminist Art, Feminist Art History

Permanent URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.17613/M68Z5S

Abstract: This illustrated catalogue accompanied an exhibition at the Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, New York (October 27, 2007-January 20, 2008). It is the first extended discussion of the Pattern and Decoration movement. This exhibition catalogue was edited by Anne Swartz with an introduction by Michael Botwinick, with essays by Temma Balducci, Arthur C. Danto, John Perreault, and Anne Swartz.
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Discoverability

- Indexed in BASE (OA Button and UnPaywall)
- Indexed by Google Scholar
- Indexed by Altmetric
- Indexed by SHARE
What motivates users to deposit

- I wanted my work to be freely accessible
- I wanted my work to be more visible on the Internet
- I wanted to try a nonprofit alternative to commercial ventures
- I was attracted by the focus on the humanities
- I wanted my work to have a DOI/Persistent URL
What makes CORE useful to you?

- It is freely accessible
- The materials are relevant to my research
- It includes interdisciplinary materials
- It contains a broad range of types of scholarly work
Future development

- Interoperability
- Versions
- Annotation/conversation within CORE
- ORCID integration
- Thoughtful, more robust metrics
- Digital publishing project with CORE and custom Wordpress site
Help us spread the word!

Let your faculty, grad students, undergrads, and fellow librarians know about Humanities Commons.

Sign up for Humanities Commons Summer Camp!
Questions?

- hcommons.org
- team.hcommons.org
- @humcommons on Twitter
- hello@hcommons.org

Thank you!